
 
 
 
 
 
   



Program 
 

 Saturday (August 15, 2015) 

8:30am - 9:00   Check-in Atrium 

8:30 - 9:30   Breakfast (provided)/icebreakers Atrium/cafe 

9:30 - 9:45   Introductory remarks 
Baldwin Auditorium 

(1-123) 

9:45 - 10:15   Pop talks (round 1) 
Baldwin Auditorium 

(1-123) 

10:15 - 11:45 

  Panel 1: Communicating with non-scientist audiences 
● Heinrich Jaeger, U. Chicago 
● Stephanie Palmer, U. Chicago 
● Michelle Paulsen, Northwestern U. 

Baldwin Auditorium 
(1-123) 

11:45 - 12:00   Pop talks (round 2) 
Baldwin Auditorium 

(1-123) 

12:00pm - 12:45   Lunch (provided) Atrium/cafe 

12:45 - 2:15 

  Panel 2: Science communication in politics and policy 
● Donna Leff, Northwestern U. 
● Dan Kahan, Yale U. 
● Christopher J Kramer, Argonne Natl. Lab 

Baldwin Auditorium 
(1-123) 

2:15 - 2:30   Coffee break Atrium/cafe 

2:30 - 4:00   Writing tutorial (peer review session) 
Atrium/Cafe/Baldwin 

Auditorium/Searle 
Seminar Room 

4:00 - 5:00 
  Public keynote talk: Dan Kahan, Yale U. 
  What is the science communication environment and 
why should you  care? 

Hughes Auditorium 
(1-129) 

5:00 - 6:30   Networking wine & cheese event Atrium/Cafe 

6:30 -   Group dinner outings 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 Sunday (August 16, 2015) 

8:30am - 9:00   Breakfast (provided) 
Atrium/café 

 

9:00 - 9:30   Pop talks (round 3) 
Baldwin Auditorium 

(1-123) 

9:30 - 11:00 

  Panel 3: Communicating with multimedia 
● Aaron Freeman, Chicago Council on Science & 

Technology 
● Joseph Harmon, Argonne Natl. Lab 
● Shannon Heffernan, WBEZ 

Baldwin Auditorium 
(1-123) 

11:00 - 11:15   Pop talks (round 4) 
Baldwin Auditorium 

(1-123) 

11:15 - 11:30   Coffee + snacks break Atrium/cafe 

11:30 - 12:45 

  Mini-workshop breakout sessions 
● TED Talk 101 - Maggie Morscher and Annie Bruns (Baldwin Auditorium, 

1-123) 
● Bringing Your Research into K-12 - Lisa Backus (Gray Seminar Room, 1-165) 
● Implementing Successful Education and Outreach Programs - Rebecca 

Daugherty and Julianna Hatfield (Searle Seminar Room, 1-161) 

12:45pm  - 1:30   Lunch (provided) Atrium/cafe 

1:30 - 3:00 

  Panel 4: Outreach and education 
● Barry Aprison, U. Chicago 
● Michael Kennedy, Northwestern U. 
● Patricia Ward, Museum of Science and Industry 

Baldwin Auditorium 
(1-123) 

3:00 - 3:15   Coffee break Atrium/cafe 

3:15 - 4:45   Writing tutorial (expert review session) 
Atrium/Cafe/Baldwin 

Auditorium/Searle 
Seminar Room 

4:45 - 5:30   Workshop wrapup Baldwin 

 
 

 
 



Keynote address 
 
Dan Kahan, Yale University 
 
What is the science communication environment and why should you  care? 
 
Abstract: Promoting public comprehension of science is only one aim of the science of science               
communication and is likely not the most important one for the well-being of a democratic society.                
Ordinary citizens form quadrillions of correct beliefs on matters that turn on complicated             
scientific principles they cannot even identify much less understand. The reason they fail to              
converge on beliefs consistent with scientific evidence on certain other consequential           
matters—from climate change to universal HPV vaccination, from fracking to gun control—is not             
the failure of scientists or science communicators to speak clearly or the inability of ordinary               
citizens to understand what they are saying. Rather, the source of such conflict is the proliferation                
of antagonistic cultural meanings that transform positions on risks into badges of membership in              
opposing social groups: because they disable the faculties ordinary citizens use to reliably absorb              
collective knowledge from their everyday interactions, such meanings are a form of pollution in              
their science communication environment. Scientists who contribute to satisfying the appetite of            
the public to experience the thrill and awe of understanding what science knows are engaged in an                 
intrinsically valuable activity, for which they deserve both gratitude and support. But the greatest              
contribution that scientist can make to assuring that society gets the value of the knowledge               
scientists produce is to support the reforms in education, in professional practices, and in              
processes of government necessary to assure their society uses science to protect its science              
communication environment. 
 
 
   



Expert bios 

Barry Aprison 
Education & Outreach 
Director, Institute for 
Genomics & Systems 
Biology, Knapp Center 

for Biomedical Discovery 

For twenty-eight years, Dr. Barry Aprison has translated concepts about the biological and             
physical sciences into interactive learning experiences for millions of people. At the Chicago             
Museum of Science & Industry, he directed award winning, multi-million dollar exhibitions            
and outreach projects. At Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Aprison produced STEM learning            
initiatives for teachers and students. Currently at the University of Chicago’s Institute for             
Genomics & Systems Biology he organizes education, training, and outreach projects with            
partners in science museums, K-12 schools, and programs for underrepresented minorities.           
Dr. Aprison designs and implements hands-on exhibits, undergraduate & graduate courses,           
public outreach, summer research experiences, and career development initiatives. He is           
also currently Co-Chair of the Biological Sciences Division Diversity Committee (BDC). In            
partnership with the BDC, Aprison works to produce recruitment and training programs,            
such as the MBL Quantitative Bootcamp. Further, as Senior Lecturer in the Biological             
Sciences Collegiate Division of the College, Aprison teaches systems biology. 
 
Dr. Aprison earned a Ph.D. in biology from Brandeis University and was a NIH postdoctoral               
fellow in the Department of Biology at Indiana University. 

 

 
Lisa Backus 

Teacher, Deerfield HS 

Lisa Backus has 15 years of experience as a high school chemistry teacher, 20 years as a                 
chemist in the analysis of construction materials and 8 years as a summer researcher with               
Northwestern University, the Art Institute of Chicago and Fermilab. Each summer research            
varied and included the study of gradient copolymers, new uranium compounds, historic            
paint pigments, solar cells, surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, cell-free protein          
synthesis, Brownian motion of laser trapped particles, and outgassing of detector           
components. She strives to bring this current research into the classroom in the form of               
inquiry labs, where students design their own procedures to answer questions. Lisa is a              
national science teacher award winner for her work with inquiry. 

 
Rebecca 

Daugherty 
Asst. Director,  

Science in Society 

Rebecca began working with Science Club during the Spring of 2008 as a Northwestern                           

University graduate student volunteer. After graduating with her PhD in Cell Biology from the                           

Integrated Graduate Program in Life Sciences (now called the Driskill Graduate Program in                         

Life Sciences) in 2010, Rebecca pursued a postdoctoral position in science education and                         

public engagement with Science in Society. Based on her outstanding work, she was appointed                           

to the position of SiS Assistant Director in June 2012. Rebecca currently oversees several SiS                             

programs: the Evanston Township High School Biology Program, Junior Science Club, and                       

EcoStars. She also plays important roles in the Science Club initiative and serves as the                             

Interim Editor of HELIX Magazine. When Rebecca is not having sciencey fun, she is running                             

around with her two boys or digging in her garden. 



 
Aaron Freeman 
Artist In Residence, 
Chicago Council for 

Science and Technology 

Aaron Freeman is currently the Artist In Residence for the Chicago Council for Science and               
Technology. He spent three years as a performer on the main stage of Chicago’s Second City                
where his fellow cast members included Bonnie Hunt and Mike Meyers. For six years, he               
was co-host and chief science correspondent for Chicago Public Radio’s, “Metropolis” and            
host of WTTW’s science and technology program, “Chicago Tomorrow.” Aaron is a teaching             
assistant for the University of Chicago’s neurobiology MOOC, he performs as an emcee and              
stand-up comic around the world, and creates humorous science-based videos for the            
Annals of Internal Medicine. 

Joseph Harmon 
Senior Technical 
Communicator, 

 Argonne Natl. Lab 

Joseph E. Harmon is a science writer, editor, and manager at Argonne National Laboratory.              
In 1993, he invited Alan Gross, professor of communication studies at the University of              
Minnesota and author of The Rhetoric of Science, to give a talk at Argonne. The lunch that                 
followed that talk was the beginning of a long collaboration whose mission is to better               
understand the nature and history of scientific communication, beginning with that           
watershed event, the invention of the scientific journal in Paris and London in the late               
seventeenth century. Harmon and Gross estimated a book on the subject should take three              
or four years. Nine years later, Communicating Science: The Scientific Article from the 17th              
Century to the Present appeared in print. In 2016, their fifth book together, The Internet               
Revolution in the Sciences and Humanities, will be issued in print and electronic forms,              
supplemented by a companion website. 

 
Julianne Hatfield 

Science in Society 

Julianne’s interest in science education and community engagement started way back in            
2010 when she started working with Science in Society’s Science Club as a graduate student               
volunteer. After a few years of being a mentor, Julianne wanted a deeper understanding of               
the world of science education and community programs and co-ran a Junior Science Club              
program at the General Wood Boys and Girls Club in the Little Village neighborhood. After               
graduating from Northwestern’s Driskill Graduate Program in 2015 with a PhD in            
Immunology, Julianne joined the Science in Society team to further pursue her interest in              
science outreach. In her free time you can find Julianne crafting, cooking, or enjoying the               
outdoors! 



Shannon Heffernan 
Reporter and Producer, 

WBEZ 

Shannon Heffernan is a reporter and producer for WBEZ's Front and Center. Her work has               
been heard on both local and national programing including NPR and Morning Edition.             
Shannon's reporting has earned her awards from the Chicago Headline Club and Illinois             
Associated Press, as well as a regional Murrow Award. Shannon also writes short fictional              
stories and has been published in Annalemma and the Indiana Review. 

Heinrich Jaeger 
William J. Friedman and 

Alicia Townsend 
Professor of Physics, 
University of Chicago 

 

Heinrich Jaeger is the William J. Friedman and Alicia Townsend Professor of Physics at the               
University of Chicago. He received his Ph.D. working on superconducting films, but his             
research interests since then have evolved and broadened. A main theme is the             
investigation of materials under conditions far from equilibrium. Such conditions give rise            
to a wealth of complex phenomena, and insights gained can be used to design new classes of                 
smart materials. At the scale of macroscopic components, Jaeger’s work focuses on granular             
materials, which exist almost exclusively under far-from-equilibrium conditions and whose          
jamming/unjamming transition provides a path to high-efficiency energy absorption, to          
new stress-adaptive materials, and to soft robotic systems that can change shape and             
compliance. On the nanoscale, with components a million times smaller, Jaeger’s research            
investigates the self-assembly of nanoparticles into ultrathin sheets. Such sheets can form            
membranes that act as nano-sieves with tunable pore size. 

 

Dan Kahan 
Professor of Law and 

Professor of Psychology, 
Yale Law School 

Dan Kahan is the Elizabeth K. Dollard Professor of Law and Professor of Psychology at Yale                
Law School. He is a member of the Cultural Cognition Project, an interdisciplinary team of               
scholars who use empirical methods to examine the impact of group values on perceptions              
of risk and and science communication. In studies funded by the National Science             
Foundation, Professor Kahan and his collaborators have investigated public dissensus over           
climate change, public reactions to emerging technologies, and public understandings of           
scientific consensus across disputed issues. Articles featuring the Project’s studies have           
appeared in a variety of peer-reviewed scholarly journals including the Journal of Risk             
Research, Judgment and Decision Making, Nature Climate Change, Science, and Nature. The            
Project is currently engaged in a field research that features using evidence-based strategies             
to promote public engagement with climate science in Southeast Florida.  



Michael Kennedy 
Director and Research 

Asst. Professor,  
Science in Society, 

Northwestern University 

Michael Kennedy has been involved in science education and outreach for more than a              
decade. He co-developed one of Northwestern’s first annual public education events, the            
Science Outreach Series, geared towards informing citizens of developments in the life            
sciences. Kennedy also started the Science in Society e-magazine, Helix, a broad web-based             
educational resource designed to communicate advances in science and their impact on            
society. In 2008, Kennedy co-founded Science Club, a mentor-based afterschool science           
initiative, developed in partnership with the Boys & Girls Clubs of Chicago and teachers in               
Chicago Public Schools. The program is supported by a five-year, $1.4 million award from              
the National Institutes of Health. Science Club received the 2013 STEM Impact Award from              
the Afterschool Alliance and Noyce Foundation, one of only two programs nationally to be              
recognized for excellence in afterschool education. The success and growth of Science Club             
and the Science in Society e-magazine led to the establishment of a new research center for                
science education and public engagement at Northwestern under the Science in Society            
name, of which Kennedy serves as founding director. 

Christopher J. 
Kramer 

Manager Media 
Relations and External 

Affairs, 
Argonne Natl. Lab 

Christopher Kramer is a versatile communication expert with over 30 years experience. He             
is adept at leading and managing national, regional, and tribal relations and at directing              
internal and external communication programs to promote knowledge, awareness, and          
support for multifaceted issues and programs. He works at Argonne National Laboratory as             
the manager for media relations and external affairs where he leads a staff of science               
communicators, prepares research staff for interactions with the news media, and advises            
top Argonne and Department of Energy leaders on strategic communications and           
messaging on key issues. Christopher is also an internationally known Risk and Crisis             
Communication expert who has assisted hundreds of organizations in preparing for how to             
effectively communicate during a time of crisis. In his spare time Christopher takes his              
obnoxious dogs for hikes, watches bad science fiction movies, and is searching America in a               
quest to find the perfect donut. 

Donna Leff 
Professor of Journalism, 
Northwestern University 

Medill School of 
Journalism 

Donna Rosene Leff is a professor of journalism at Northwestern University’s Medill School             
of Journalism and a faculty associate of the University’s Institute for Policy Research. She              
teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in science writing, urban reporting, the           
analysis of urban issues, and media law and ethics and has done research on science/policy               
issues, reporter’s privilege and the role of minorities and race in media coverage and in the                
profession. She is co-author of The Journalism of Outrage and several related agenda-             
setting studies involving a multi-disciplinary study of the impact of investigative reporting            
on social issues. She has published several articles in medical journals on tuberculosis             
policy in metropolitan health departments and has presented papers and been a panelist on              
medicine and journalism ethics symposia. 



Stephanie Palmer 
Asst. Professor,  

Dept.  of Organismal 
Biology and Anatomy, 
University of Chicago 

Stephanie Palmer is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Organismal Biology and             
Anatomy at the University of Chicago. She has a PhD in theoretical physics from Oxford               
University, and works on questions at the interface of neuroscience and statistical physics.             
Her recent work explores the question of how the visual system processes incoming             
information, to make fast and accurate predictions about the future positions of moving             
objects in the environment. Starting during her undergraduate years at Michigan State            
University, Stephanie has been teaching chemistry, physics, math, and biology to a wide             
range of students. At the University of Chicago, she founded and runs the Brains! Program,               
which brings local middle school kids to her lab to learn hands-on neuroscience. 

 

Michelle Paulsen 
Program Director,  

Reach for the Stars & 
Ready, Set, Go, 

Northwestern University 
 

Michelle Paulsen has been designing and directing education and science communication           
programs at Northwestern University for the past five years. Most of her projects are within               
the Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration and Research in Astrophysics (CIERA). In           
addition, she is the co-founder and director of RSG, Northwestern University’s research            
communication training program. RSG was started in 2012 with the goals of increasing             
awareness for the urgent need for excellent science communicators and providing coaching            
and training for graduate and postdoctoral researchers to improve their own presentation            
skills. The program focuses on three important and basic components of communication:            
building confidence in all communication roles, enhancing the clarity of the message, and             
forming a connection with any audience. 
 
Michelle brings a unique perspective to graduate education, having experience as an            
educator, a program designer, and a school board member. Her teaching experience runs             
from preschool through graduate school and includes topics that range from           
communication, planning, and design to mathematics, chemistry, physics, engineering, and          
educational methods.  

Patricia Ward 
Director of Science and 
Technology, Museum of 

Science and Industry 
 

Dr. Patricia Ward provides broad science leadership across the Museum’s exhibition work,            
leading creative teams of exhibit developers, designers, writers, and media producers. In            
her 15 years at the Museum, Dr. Ward has produced exhibitions on various science topics               
including genetics, health, energy and climate change and has been active in numerous             
outreach efforts. She develops partnerships with universities and other organizations that           
synergize with the Museum’s efforts to bring current, relevant science content to the             
general public and school audiences. Recent exhibition projects include the award-winning           
Future Energy Chicago and YOU! The Experience. 
 
Dr. Ward earned a Ph.D. in Immunology from the University of Chicago and was a NIH                
post-doctoral fellow in Molecular Genetics and Cell Biology at the U of C before joining the                
Museum in 1999. Dr. Ward is a fellow with the American Association for the Advancement               
of Science. 

 



Networking event professionals 
 
● Sarah Henry, Medical Writer, GA Communications 
● Korey Haynes, Associate editor, Astronomy Magazine 
● Jeffrey Knight, Field Applications Scientist, ProteinSimple 
● Anthony Martinez, Research Assistant, Grad Council Chair and U. Chicago Consulting Club            

President, U. Chicago 
● Annie Bruns, Professor of Science Communication, San Francisco State University 

 
Writing tutorial experts 
 
● Annie Bruns, Professor of Science Communication, San Francisco State University 
● Marina Damiano, Scientist, Communicator, Life Science & Healthcare Content Creator 
● Aaron Freeman, Artist In Residence, Chicago Council for Science and Technology 
● Shannon Heffernan, Reporter and Producer, WBEZ 
● Korey Haynes, Associate editor, Astronomy Magazine 
● Louise Lerner, Lab Science Writer and Editor of Argonne Now, Argonne National Laboratory 
● Amanda Morris, Editor/Writer, Northwestern U. 
● Joseph Harmon, Senior Technical Communicator, Argonne National Laboratory 
● Patricia Ward, Director of Science and Technology, Museum of Science and Industry 
● Tracy Weiner, Writing Program Director, U. Chicago 
  



ComSciConChicago 2015 is generously supported by: 
 
● Graduate Student Council, University of Chicago 
● The Graduate School, Northwestern University 
● McCormick School of Engineering, Northwestern University 
● Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences Graduate Program, Northwestern University 
● Material Sciences Umbrella Society, Northwestern University 
● Ready-Set-Go, Northwestern University 
● Dean’s Council, University of Chicago 
● Program in Plant Biology and Conservation, Northwestern University 
 
 

 
 
   



ComSciConChicago 2015 Organizers 

 
Adebola 
Adeniran 

Northwestern  U. 

Adebola is a Ph.D. candidate in Chemical and Biological Engineering at Northwestern and             
earned her BS in Chemical Engineering from Columbia University. Her current works focuses             
on the development of yeast based biosensors for diagnostic applications. She is an alum of               
Northwestern's Ready Set Go program, and currently enjoys working high school teachers            
through the university's GS3 program, where she practices science communication and           
curriculum development skills with high school teachers. Outside of science, Adebola works            
in various capacities with the international student community at Northwestern.  

 
Brian Aguado 
Northwestern U. 

Dr. Brian Aguado completed his Ph.D. at Northwestern University in the Biomedical            
Engineering department as an NSF Fellow in the summer of 2015. He also holds a B.S. degree                 
in Biomechanical Engineering from Stanford University and a M.S. degree in Biomedical            
Engineering from Northwestern University. His thesis work focused on developing an           
implantable biomaterial scaffold for the early detection of metastatic cancer cells. When he's             
not in the lab, Brian is a web writer for the Biomaterials Science blog and participates in                 
various outreach activities including Northwestern's Oncofertility Summer Academy.  
 

 
Annie Bruns 
Northwestern U. 

Annie graduated with a Ph.D. in Molecular Biology from Northwestern University where she             
studied cellular proteins that detect RNA virus infection and initiate immune responses. Her             
undergraduate studies at Luther College opened her eyes to feelings of wonder and awe              
toward science and Nature, and she has ever since been on a mission to share these feelings                 
with others and increase the public’s appreciation of science. Throughout graduate school            
Annie was a contributing writer for Helix magazine, and enjoyed participating in science             
education outreach programs. She designed and taught “Storytelling and Science,” a new            
course for freshman at Northwestern where students learn the elements of powerful            
storytelling and apply them to contemporary scientific discourse. She now teaches a similar             
course at San Francisco State University. She is also the founder of Fireside Science, a               
storytelling event designed to create a skepticism-free space dedicated to awe, wonder, and             
building community.  

 
Justin Finkle 
Northwestern U. 

Justin is a PhD candidate in the Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences (IBiS) program at             
Northwestern, where he studies the structure of regulatory networks involved in cancer. He             
is a huge fan of STEM education and outreach, participating in RSG and GS3 at Northwestern.                
If graduate school allowed free time, Justin would love to wander in the beautiful outdoors               
around the globe. Instead, he regularly enjoys running, biking, and cooking. Before making his              
way to the midwest, Justin received his B.S. in Biological and Environmental Engineering from              
Cornell University. 
 
 
 



Alicia Foxx 
Northwestern U. 

Alicia received a BS in Biology from Elmhurst College. She then completed an MS in Plant                
Biology and Conservation, a program in collaboration between Northwestern University and           
The Chicago Botanic Garden, and is now pursuing a PhD in that same program. She is                
studying how knowing more about roots traits can promote coexistence, rather than            
competition, between native plants used for restoration and invasive plants that have            
negatively altered environments in the western United States. Knowing more about roots can             
then aid restoration goals of increasing plant diversity and having healthy habitats. She has              
enjoyed sharing scientific ideas with visitors of the Chicago Botanic Garden and working with              
volunteers, and interning students in the plant sciences. 
 

Karna Gowda 
Northwestern U. 

Karna is a PhD candidate in the Department of Engineering Sciences and Applied             
Mathematics at Northwestern University. He works on problems in applied pattern formation            
and quantitative ecology. Currently, Karna studies large-scale spatial patterns that form in            
the vegetation of dry ecosystems. He received a BS in Mathematics at the University of Illinois                
at Urbana-Champaign.  
 

 
Emily Hoffman 

Northwestern U. 

Emily Hoffman is currently completing a PhD in materials science and engineering at             
Northwestern University and is supported by the National Defense Science and Engineering            
graduate fellowship. She holds a BS in biomedical engineering from Case Western Reserve             
University. Her PhD thesis focuses on using electron microscopy to understand the nanoscale             
wear and corrosion of biomedical materials. Outside of the lab, Emily is a Society of Women                
Engineers graduate member, plays IM football, and loves listening to podcasts. 
 

 
Sara Massey 

U. Chicago 

Sara is a Physical Chemistry Ph.D. candidate and NDSEG Fellow at the University of Chicago.               
She holds a B.A. in Chemistry and a B.S. in Kinesiology from The University of Texas at Austin.                  
Sara worked in defense/security science and in oncology drug discovery prior to graduate             
school. Her current research focuses on energy capture, energy transfer, and photoprotection            
in light-harvesting bacteria. Outside of the lab, she is a teaching consultant at the Chicago               
Center for Teaching and a guest engagement volunteer at the Shedd Aquarium. 



Maggie Morscher 
Northwestern U. 

Dr. Maggie Morscher completed her Ph.D. in Physics and Astronomy at Northwestern            
University in June 2015. In her research, she developed computer simulations to study the              
dynamical evolution of populations of black holes in dense star clusters, which are groups of               
millions of stars bound together by their own gravity. Along the way, Maggie taught in high                
school classrooms for two years as an NSF GK-12 fellow (Reach for the Stars), and then took                 
on a leadership position within the program. Maggie is an alum of Northwestern's RSG              
research communication training program, and loves to help other scientists become better            
science communicators. She developed a new outreach program, GS3, which provides           
opportunities for Northwestern graduate students to practice their communication skills by           
presenting their research to local STEM high school teachers. When she's not thinking about              
science, Maggie likes to have fun in the outdoors - from playing kickball to hiking in the                 
woods. 
 
 

Guillermina 
RamirezSan 

Juan 
U. Chicago 

Guillermina is a Ph. D. candidate in Biophysical Sciences at the University of Chicago working               
as an NSF fellow. She earned her B.S. degree in Physics from the Universidad Nacional               
Autonoma de Mexico in Mexico City. Her work currently focuses on using quantitative             
analysis and tools from physics to study cell biological problems such as the mechanics of cell                
migration and pattern formation. Guillermina is a group leader at STOMP (Science            
Technology Outreach and Mentorship Program), which is a UChicago-based program that           
provides elementary school students in the south side of Chicago with the opportunity to              
engage in science through once a week after-school hands-on experiments and           
demonstrations. Guillermina is an amateur chef, 3 time marathoner and avid reader. 

Kevin Song 
U. Chicago 

Kevin is a Ph. D. candidate in Biophysical Sciences at the University of Chicago working as an                 
NSF fellow. He earned his B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of Kansas.               
His work currently focuses on utilizing computational tools as well as experimental            
approaches to look at how potassium channels fold in atomic detail. Kevin is a group leader at                 
STOMP (Science Technology Outreach and Mentorship Program), which is a UChicago-based           
program that provides elementary school students in the underserved communities in the            
south side of Chicago with the opportunity to engage in science through once a week               
after-school hands-on experiments and demonstrations. Kevin enjoys cooking and eating, and           
is an avid Chicago Bulls fan. 
 



Haley Stinnett 
U. Chicago 

Haley is a Ph.D. Candidate in Organismal Biology and Anatomy at the University of Chicago.               
She completed a B.S. in Biological Sciences from East Tennessee State University, in Johnson              
City, TN, where she earned the Biological Sciences Department Faculty Award. Haley's            
dissertation work focuses on fin development in fish, utilizing both comparative and            
experimental approaches. Her work is supported by an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship            
and an NIH-funded Developmental Biology Training Grant. Haley has a special interest in             
grant preparation and submission, and has instructed several grant writing courses during            
her tenure at UChicago. Haley is currently teaching a high school biology course called "From               
DNA to the Tree of Life" with the Collegiate Scholars Program at the University of Chicago.                
She enjoys community urban gardening at the Brickyard Garden in Hyde Park during her              
spare time. 

 


